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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Leonard M. Jones and my business address is One Ameren Plaza, 10 

1901 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63103. 11 

Q. Are you the same Leonard M. Jones that previously submitted testimony in 12 

this proceeding? 13 

A. Yes, I filed direct testimony in this docket. 14 

II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 15 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 16 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the direct testimonies and 17 

positions offered by Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) Staff witnesses Dr. David 18 

Brightwell and Ms. Alicia Allen, Citizens Utility Board (CUB) witness Ms. Rebecca 19 

Devens, and Comverge, Inc. (Comverge) witness Mr. Frank Lacey.  My colleague, Mr. 20 

Gregory Weiss, also responds to certain of their testimonies and positions.  21 
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III. RESPONSE TO STAFF 22 

Q. Can you please summarize Staff witness Brightwell's testimony?  23 

A. Yes. Dr. Brightwell rejects the notion that the Peak Time Rebate (PTR) program 24 

could offer zero compensation in certain situations.  He asserts there is some "cost" 25 

associated with having customers agreeing to voluntarily reduce their loads for which 26 

there must be some compensation.   Second, he asserts the Commission should not 27 

approve a tariff that authorizes the utility to not pay its customers for services rendered, 28 

and by "services", in this instance the customer's voluntary curtailment of load.  Third, Dr. 29 

Brightwell doesn't share the view that if Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act 30 

becomes inoperative, so does Section 16-108.6
1
.  Fourth, he offers that because it is 31 

possible paying the “regular” credit amount will result in a lower payment than paying 32 

the penalty to the MISO, again some compensation is warranted.  33 

Q. Do you agree with his assertions? 34 

A. No, I do not.  By way of context, Dr. Brightwell is responding to a potential 35 

condition where the funding from the MISO has been exhausted in the program year and 36 

Rider PTR is not expected to be operational for any additional program years.  In this 37 

circumstance, if MISO calls an emergency event, then the curtailment event will be 38 

initiated but because all funding has been exhausted and none is forthcoming, customers 39 

will not be paid for such curtailment event.   40 

  I do not dispute that customers may incur some inconvenience under a curtailment 41 

event.  However, Section 16-108.6(g) specifically states that “the total amount of rebates 42 

                                                 
1
 Section 16-108.5 pertains to a participating utility’s ability to operate under formula rates.  

Section 16-108.6(g) authorizes the peak time rebate program.   
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shall be the amount of compensation the utility obtains through markets or programs at 43 

the applicable regional transmission organization.”  If all funding has already been 44 

provided to customers based on compensation Ameren Illinois Company (Ameren 45 

Illinois or AIC)  receives from MISO, and there is no PTR program in future years from 46 

which compensation could be provided, legal counsel informs me there is no further 47 

obligation on the part of Ameren Illinois) to compensate these customers.  A straight  48 

read of the statute  makes clear that the funding for the PTR program must come from 49 

compensation from MISO—if no more funding is coming from MISO, it must follow 50 

there can be no further funding.  Further, I am also advised by counsel that to suggest or 51 

imply that the utility is required to fund customers under this circumstance without 52 

compensation, presents a taking issue that is illegal.   To require the utility to fund the 53 

program without a source for the funding is confiscatory and illegal.  54 

Q. Did Dr. Brightwell explain how the utility was expected to compensate a 55 

customer in the instance when the funding from MISO was exhausted? 56 

A. No he did not. 57 

Q. Did Dr. Brightwell offer any solution as to this funding issue? 58 

A.  No he did not. 59 

Q. Did Dr. Brightwell offer Staff's counsel's legal remedy for this dilemma?  60 

A. None was offered.  61 

Q. Please continue.  62 

A. Based on counsel's advice, the Commission seemingly acknowledges  AIC’s 63 

interpretation of the law as it allowed a sunset provision in the PTR tariff approved for 64 
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Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd)  in Docket No. 12-0484.  ComEd’s tariff 65 

states: “Notwithstanding any other provision in this rider, in the event Section 16-108.5 66 

of the Act becomes inoperative or Rate DSPP - Delivery Service Pricing and 67 

Performance (Rate DSPP) terminates, the provisions of this rider immediately become 68 

inoperative, except to the extent necessary to apply any credits due and owing at the time 69 

of such termination.” (ComEd Rider PTR, 2
nd

 Revised Sheet No. 355, effective March 25, 70 

2013)  The ComEd tariff recognizes the possible termination of the underlying authority 71 

for its PTR program and the only obligation that would remain is applying any credits, 72 

suggesting there is the possibility a customer might have voluntarily curtailed load but if 73 

the program came to halt, there was nothing left for the utility to do except pay out credits 74 

if there were any.  If there were no credits forthcoming, then the utility's obligation to the 75 

customer would seemingly cease.   76 

Q. Please respond to Dr. Brightwell's commentary concerning the option of not 77 

calling a curtailment event. 78 

A.  Dr. Brightwell offers AIC has the option to not call a curtailment event under 79 

Rider PTR even when MISO calls an emergency event.  In this instance, he asserts AIC 80 

would pay a non-performance fine to MISO. This scenario is troubling on several fronts.  81 

If MISO calls an emergency event, AIC has a tariff driven obligation to attempt to 82 

produce the quantity of demand response registered.  Further, to ignore or act contrary to 83 

the tariff requirements for the sake of the PTR credit possibly being less expensive than 84 

paying the penalty to MISO, aside from the possible regulatory or legal complications, is 85 

entirely speculative.  When MISO calls an emergency event, AIC needs to likewise 86 

initiate a Rider PTR emergency event (provided fewer than five emergency events have 87 
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been called under the MISO tariffs).  AIC does not have the luxury of guessing whether 88 

paying a fine is the better solution.  Dr. Brightwell's attempt to manufacture an alternate 89 

cost scenario may be well intentioned but is premised on a set of facts and assumptions 90 

that belie reality and is contrary to law.  91 

Q. Have you read the testimony of Ms. Allen? 92 

A. Yes, Ms. Allen agrees with Ameren Illinois' position to recover the costs of 93 

implementing the PTR program from residential customers through its formula rates.  I 94 

have no other comments on her testimony.   95 

IV. RESPONSE TO CUB 96 

Q. Does CUB support the Ameren Illinois PTR program? 97 

A. Yes, though Ms. Devens offers additional recommendations.  As did Staff, she too 98 

recommends Ameren Illinois reimburse customers for a load curtailment even if there is 99 

no source of funding. Ms. Devens also recommends prioritizing the number of events 100 

rather than the length of the events.  The CUB witness also advocates for more customer 101 

service and education, and finally, that there is no participation fee required.  102 

Q. How do you respond to her claims regarding reimbursement of customers 103 

even when funding is lacking? 104 

A. This issue is similar to that addressed in response to Dr. Brightwell.  In support of 105 

her position that customers should always be compensated even if funding from MISO 106 

has been exhausted and the PTR program is not expected to be operational in the next 107 

planning year, Ms. Devens states “the EIMA is clear: rebates must be provided to those 108 

residential retail customers that curtail their use of electricity during specific periods 109 
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identified as peak usage periods.” (CUB 1.0, lines 191-193)  Ms. Devens ignores the 110 

language in Section 16-108 (g) that qualifies or limits the rebates to be provided by its 111 

funding source.   112 

“The total amount of rebates shall be the amount of compensation the utility 113 

obtains through markets or programs at the applicable regional transmission 114 

organization.” (16-108.6(g))   115 

The "total amount of rebates" is by definition or description the amount of compensation" 116 

to be realized.  And the amount of compensation is the amount the utility receives from, 117 

in this case, MISO.  No other source for the funding is identified—not other customers, 118 

not the utility-- none.   If funding from MISO has been exhausted and none is available to 119 

borrow from a future year, any payments would have to come from a source other than 120 

“the applicable regional transmission organization”, and to conclude otherwise is just 121 

plain wrong.    122 

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Devens approach to maximizing the number of events 123 

as compared to their length?  124 

A. Ms. Devens suggestion appears to be in the context of a situation where AIC has 125 

received funding from the MISO resulting in fewer than the designed 20 hours of 126 

potential PTR curtailment events used to determine the PTR Credit.  In such situations, 127 

AIC agrees that it would be beneficial for customers, the Commission, and Ameren 128 

Illinois to learn from more than one curtailment event.  In situations where MISO funding 129 

is sufficient to support a PTR Credit of more than 50 cents/kWh (indicating use of the full 130 

20 curtailment hours as indicated in proposed Rider PTR), Ameren Illinois will target 131 

about five events, with an average duration of about four hours, rather than 10 two hour 132 
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events.  Targeting five events each up to four hours matches the MISO tariff provision for 133 

LMR availability.   134 

Also, it is my understanding that the ComEd tariff approach fixes the credit at 135 

$1.00/kWh.  Based on capacity values in PJM, meaning ComEd will receive significantly 136 

more compensation for the load reduction events as compared to AIC, ComEd may be 137 

able to fund more than five curtailment events.  The difference in the two approaches 138 

may tell the Commission and utilities if customers respond differently from one event to 139 

another if the utility calls say five or fewer events in a year versus say 10 or more events 140 

in a year.  In any event, AIC would not expect to normally exceed five curtailment events 141 

in a planning year.   142 

Q. Ms. Devens has asked AIC to elaborate in rebuttal testimony on the factors 143 

the company will consider as it schedules curtailment events.  Please comment.  144 

A. The number of scheduled events will be a function of expected curtailment hours 145 

available to the program (which is also a function of MISO funding available), the time 146 

of year, MISO market conditions, and AIC system load conditions.  The LMR 147 

registration with MISO provides for a LMR to be available for four continuous hours, up 148 

to five times during the summer.  MISO has infrequently called emergency events in the 149 

past (last called “level 2
2
” events in 2007), but one may expect more frequent emergency 150 

events in the future if capacity in the MISO region (supply) more closely matches 151 

demand.  Thus, we do not know if the MISO will require all 20 hours (five events at four 152 

hours each) for emergency events, but past history indicates that in the near term, one 153 

would expect far fewer than 20 emergency event hours called by MISO.   154 

                                                 
2
 Level 2 emergency event called by MISO requires LMR resources to respond and reduce use. 
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That said, AIC will endeavor to retain approximately eight hours of PTR 155 

curtailment funding through at least early to mid-summer to provide credits to customers 156 

in the event MISO calls emergency event(s). That is, AIC will not call any Scheduled 157 

Events that would be expected to deplete available funding below eight hours.  This 158 

approach will limit the amount of funding required to borrow from future years, should 159 

MISO call an emergency event later in the summer.   160 

If funding for more than eight curtailment hours is available, AIC may schedule a 161 

curtailment event to coincide with a MISO “maximum generation” declaration.  This 162 

alert status indicates that MISO has determined the system is stressed, but has not yet 163 

reached a level requiring LMR participation in an emergency event.  A scheduled event 164 

may also occur when AIC is expected to experience a system peak demand approaching 165 

its forecasted maximum annual peak demand.  A scheduled event occurring near the time 166 

of expected system peak would likely occur on days when temperatures are hot and 167 

residential air conditioning load is significant.  Participating customers would likely have 168 

a greater opportunity to adjust settings to reduce use on such peak demand days.      169 

AIC will endeavor to provide funding received from the MISO for a program year 170 

to customers via PTR credits within the same program year.  If by late August or early 171 

September AIC is still holding funds for the program year, a scheduled event may be 172 

arranged on the day that is expected to produce the greatest system demand during that 173 

period.  If expected system peaks in late August or September are not within 90% of the 174 

expected annual peak, AIC may forego calling a scheduled event and instead use the 175 

remaining funds to provide credits in the next program year.  Ameren Illinois had 176 
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previously provided the parties with its position stated above in a data request response 177 

attached hereto as Ameren Exhibit 3.1.         178 

Q. Ms. Devens suggests customer education and customer service be made able 179 

to address consumers’ technical questions and educate consumers about other 180 

money saving energy efficiency and demand response programs.  Do you agree with 181 

these concepts? 182 

A. Yes, having agents conversant in PTR as well as energy efficiency and AIC’s 183 

hourly pricing program makes sense.  Because the administration of PTR and AIC’s 184 

residential hourly price program (Rider PSP) are similar, combining the two functions 185 

under a single administrator may also be a lower cost option than administering 186 

separately.  AIC is in the early process preparing to re-bid the administration contract for 187 

Rider PSP.  AIC intends to also include a solicitation for administration of its PTR 188 

program in the same request for proposal.     189 

Q. Do you agree that no participation fee should be assessed to Rider PTR 190 

customers?  191 

A. Yes.  This is consistent with AIC’s proposal.   192 

V. RESPONSE TO COMVERGE 193 

Q. Has Comverge reviewed proposed Rider PTR?  194 

A. Yes.  Mr.  Lacey does not appear to oppose the proposed provisions of Rider PTR, 195 

but indicates that achieving the objective of providing reliable demand response capacity 196 

during peak demand periods requires implementation of a Direct Load Control (DLC) 197 

pilot program. (Comverge Ex. 1.0, p 1, ln 27-31)   198 
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Q. Do you agree that implementing a PTR program requires a DLC pilot 199 

program to ensure success?  200 

A. No.  Reliable demand response can be achieved without the use of DLC 201 

technology; therefore, a pilot is not necessary. 202 

Q. Do you agree that all other things constant, a group of customers with DLC 203 

devices would tend to achieve a greater average demand response than customers 204 

without the device?  205 

A. Yes, for many of the reasons Mr. Lacey discusses.  Automated technology tends 206 

to enable a greater average demand response because it requires less direct customer 207 

involvement at the time of a curtailment event.   208 

Q. Would adding a DLC pilot program increase the amount of the PTR per 209 

kWh credit?   210 

A. No.  While a group of customers with DLC devices on average may experience a 211 

greater level of demand response than customers without DLC devices, such expectation 212 

would be factored into the denominator of total kWh produced in the PTR Credit 213 

calculation.  The result is the PTR Credit per kWh is expected to be the same.   214 

The group of customers with DLC devices would be expected to reduce kWh 215 

more than customers without DLC devices, and thus receive greater total compensation 216 

than customers without DLC devices.  In this regard, any increased funding received 217 

from MISO due to the addition of customers with DLC devices would be expected to go 218 

to customers with DLC devices.  This additional compensation is not the same as 219 

increasing the PTR Credit.  220 
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Q. Will a customer with a DLC device be able to guarantee achievement of the 221 

assumed demand response level, as implied in Mr. Lacey’s testimony?  (Comverge 222 

Ex 1.0, p 6, ln 30-31; p 10, ln 11-18)   223 

A. No.  Individual customers will achieve various amounts of demand response, with 224 

or without a DLC device.  There will always be uncertainty around the amount of 225 

demand response submitted to MISO in the LMR registration process.  A group of 226 

customers with DLC devices may be expected to produce a greater expected value of 227 

demand response than customers without DLC devices, but the actual amount of demand 228 

response achieved will never be known in advance. There are and can be no "guarantees" 229 

when predicting load reductions.    230 

Q. Would requiring all PTR customers to have DLC devices remove the risk of 231 

AIC facing a penalty from MISO for non-responsiveness of its registered LMR? 232 

A. No.  Again, there can be no guarantees when predicting load reduction.  There 233 

will always be uncertainty around the amount of demand response submitted to MISO in 234 

the LMR registration process.  Mr. Lacey’s concern on page 10 of his testimony about 235 

the potential for AIC facing penalty risk for non-responsiveness during MISO Emergency 236 

Events is not alleviated by implementing a DLC pilot program.     237 

Q. Is there an example of where a group of customers on a price sensitive rate 238 

reduced usage and demand without direct load control technology in response to an 239 

alert? 240 
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A. Yes.  AIC’s customers served under Rider PSP were shown to reduce usage by an 241 

average of just over 0.5 kW during high price alerts called in 2011 and 2012
3
.  A high 242 

price alert is triggered when the hourly day-ahead energy prices are expected to exceed 9 243 

cents/kWh in any hour for the day.  In 2012, nine high price alerts were called.  DLC 244 

devices are not needed for one to have a reasonable expectation that customers will 245 

respond to calls for reduced usage over a limited number of hours.     246 

Q. Mr. Lacey recalls a provision in proposed Rider PTR where customers may 247 

be asked to respond to an Emergency Event with as little as one hour notice.  Will 248 

Emergency Events likely be called with more than one hour notice?   249 

A. Yes.  As Mr. Weiss discusses in his testimony, AIC plans to register the LMR 250 

with the maximum amount of notice.  MISO tariffs presently allow up to 12 hour notice 251 

without reducing the value received for the LMR.  Greater notice lead time would be 252 

expected to provide customers an improved means to respond to curtailment events, with 253 

or without DLC technology.   254 

Q. On page 11 of his testimony, Mr. Lacey states “section 5/8-103 of the Illinois 255 

Public Utilities Act requires that Ameren implement cost-effective demand response 256 

programs to reduce peak demand for its electricity supply customers by 0.1% per 257 

year.”  Has Mr. Lacey provided an analysis showing that a DLC pilot program 258 

would be cost-effective for AIC?     259 

A. No.  Energy efficiency and demand response measures offered under Section 8-260 

103 need to undergo a cost effectiveness screening.  A DLC device program offered as a 261 

                                                 
3
 Source: Power Smart Pricing Impact Evaluation Update for Summer 2011 and 2012, prepared by 

Navigant, January 21, 2013.  Average response was 0.56/kW in 2011 and 0.51/kW in 2012.   
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PTR pilot program should also undergo a cost-effectiveness screening to determine if 262 

resources are anticipated to be used prudently.    263 

Q. Was there a cost-benefit analysis provided in the ComEd PTR proceeding 264 

concerning DLC devices in conjunction with PTR?   265 

A. Yes.  And differences between the PJM and MISO capacity markets could lead to 266 

different cost effectiveness outcomes.  That is, what might be cost effective for ComEd is 267 

much less likely to be cost effective for AIC, at least in the near term.   268 

The ComEd cost-benefit analysis for implementing DLC with its PTR program is 269 

discussed in the Interim Order in Docket No. 12-0484 starting at page 26.  Of 16 270 

scenarios analyzed by ComEd, eight produced positive NPVs and eight produced 271 

negative NPVs.  (Interim Order, Docket No. 12-0484, p. 27)  ComEd’s analysis in 272 

Docket No. 12-0484 relied heavily upon an analysis of a PTR program presented by 273 

ComEd witness Dr. Steven Braithwait in ComEd’s AMI Plan proceeding, Docket 12-274 

0298.  One of the key components of the ComEd analysis is the expected value of 275 

capacity.  Dr. Braithwait’s exhibit 5.2 in Docket 12-0298 indicates that the cost of 276 

capacity began with actual market values in the initial period of the analysis and escalated 277 

to the cost of new entry in later years.  The cost of capacity starting point was about $126 278 

per MW-day, and the cost of new entry was assumed to be about $350 per MW-day.  279 

This is in contrast to the cost of capacity in MISO’s first capacity auction covering the 280 

2013/2014 planning year of $1.05 per MW-day, as Mr. Lacey recognizes on page 10 of 281 

his testimony.  Clearly there are vast differences between capacity values for ComEd 282 

operating in the PJM and AIC operating in MISO, respectively.  These capacity cost 283 

differences will lead to different cost-benefit outcomes.  284 
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Q. If the current MISO capacity values were to be experienced in 2016, what 285 

would you expect the PTR Credit to be? 286 

A. I would expect a PTR Credit of about $0.064/kWh.  This is developed by starting 287 

with a capacity value of $1.05/MW-day times 365 days, divided by 1,000 to convert from 288 

MW to kW, further divided by the number of expected curtailment hours.  In this case, 289 

the proposed minimum of six curtailment event hours is used.  A customer curtailing an 290 

average of 1 kW for each of the six curtailment event hours could expect to be paid a 291 

total of $0.38.   At that rate, it would take about 391 years to receive $150 in total credits, 292 

or the amount used in the ComEd PTR study for DLC devices.   293 

Q. What MISO capacity value is needed to support a $0.50/kWh PTR Credit? 294 

A. A capacity value of $27.40/MW-day yields a PTR Credit of $0.50/kWh assuming 295 

20 hours of estimated curtailment.  The PTR Credit amount is independent of the 296 

assumed level of curtailment (e.g., 1 kW or 0.5 kW).   A customer curtailing on average 1 297 

kW for each of the 20 hours would receive $10 while the customer curtailing only 0.5 298 

kW would receive $5.  At those rates, it would take about 15 and 30 years, respectively, 299 

to receive $150 in total credits.     300 

Q. What PTR Credit would you expect at $126/MW-day, the beginning point 301 

for the ComEd PTR study for DLC devices?   302 

A. A capacity value of $126/MW-day yields a PTR Credit of $2.30/kWh assuming 303 

20 hours of estimated curtailment.  A customer curtailing on average 1 kW for each of 304 

the 20 hours would receive about $46 while the customer curtailing only 0.5 kW would 305 

receive about $23.  At those rates, it would take about 3.25 and 6.5 years, respectively, to 306 

receive $150 in total credits. 307 
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Q. Regarding the DLC pilot program ComEd was ordered to conduct, what 308 

were the areas the Commission desired to study? 309 

A. On page 31 of the Interim Order in Docket No. 12-0484, the Commission seeks 310 

answers for “how much energy curtailed with or without technology; how much demand 311 

response ComEd is able to bid into PJM with or without technology; how much revenue 312 

received from PJM with or without technology; customer satisfaction with or without 313 

technology; and costs of PTR with or without technology.”   314 

Q. What is the timeline for ComEd’s DLC pilot program? 315 

A. ComEd was directed to design a pilot, with input from SGAC.  A progress report 316 

is to be filed within six months from the date of the Interim Order (the Interim Order is 317 

dated February 21, 2013, indicating a progress report is due in August 2013), and 318 

testimony describing the design for the DLC pilot and any other information ComEd 319 

deems relevant to proceeding with the pilot is due by February 1, 2014.  ComEd was 320 

directed to implement the pilot to coincide with PTR in the summer of 2015, ComEd’s 321 

first year of operating under their Rider PTR.  The Commission also directed a report of 322 

the results of the first year to be filed by the end of 2015.  I note that ComEd is scheduled 323 

to discuss the DLC pilot program within the PTR workshop process initiated by the 324 

Interim Order on Thursday, June 27, 2013.  Ameren Illinois is an active participant in the 325 

workshops.   326 

Q. Could the findings in the ComEd DLC pilot program be used by AIC?   327 

A. Yes.  I would expect many of the key findings, especially those pertaining to the 328 

amount of load curtailed with or without technology, to be applicable to Ameren Illinois.  329 

The amount of load curtailed could be used to extrapolate the amount of load that would 330 
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be bid into the MISO with and without technology, which in turn directly impacts the 331 

total funding received.  Ameren Illinois will actively observe the development of 332 

ComEd’s pilot program through workshops and subsequent Commission filings.  333 

Moreover, Ameren Illinois offers to hold workshop discussions after the first ComEd 334 

pilot program report is issued to discuss any findings and associated application to AIC 335 

and its customers.  By then, the MISO will have conducted its capacity auction for the 336 

planning year starting June 1, 2015 and we will have a glimpse into whether MISO 337 

capacity values might support the added expense of a DLC program beyond 2016.     338 

Requiring AIC to also conduct a DLC pilot program in conjunction with PTR at this time 339 

is a duplication of effort and therefore adds unnecessary cost.  Furthermore, such a pilot 340 

program is not likely to be cost beneficial in the near term due to the aforementioned 341 

reasons.   342 

Q. Are you aware of any barrier the prevents Comverge from becoming a retail 343 

electric supplier, or partnering with a retail electric supplier, to offer customers 344 

enhanced supply service that could include DLC devices and associated energy 345 

pricing programs?   346 

A. No.  The customer experience may be better if the DLC offering were packaged 347 

with more than just PTR demand response.  Based on information from the Comverge 348 

website, DLC devices can also be used to shape energy consumption patterns more than 349 

just a few times a year.  A DLC device packaged with an innovative retail electric 350 

supplier’s time of use pricing plan may provide more benefits to customers than just an 351 

AIC PTR program.  That is, use of a DLC device would seem to be maximized in 352 

conjunction with a time sensitive energy pricing program in addition to PTR.    353 
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Q. What are some of the challenges associated with a utility sponsored DLC 354 

device program that need to be addressed prior to implementation?  355 

A. The PTR program needs to be offered to residential customers with AMI meters 356 

as an opt-in program and rebates need to be provided in a competitively neutral manner.  357 

While remaining aware of these requirements, several practical questions come to mind, 358 

such as: 1) Who would own the DLC device after installation; 2) How customers are 359 

enrolled in a DLC pilot program; 3) What happens if a customer moves out of the 360 

premise where the DLC device is installed; 4) If customers opt-in to DLC/PTR can they 361 

opt-out without consequence (in other words, what happens if a customer cancels Rider 362 

PTR service after a DLC device is installed); 5) Who is responsible for service problems 363 

with any DLC device and/or any potential liability claims; 6) What happens if the 364 

customer disconnects the DLC device; 7) Who pays for the DLC device; 8) How does a 365 

DLC device program for PTR intersect with energy efficiency and demand response 366 

programs offered under Section 8-103 of the Act; and 9) What are the competitive 367 

implications (real or perceived) of a utility-provided DLC device?      368 

Q. Has Comverge addressed any of these challenges?   369 

A. No.  Mr. Lacey has not provided any details or guidance on how a pilot program 370 

could be structured.    Even so, I would expect the answer to these questions may come 371 

from the ComEd pilot.  372 

VI. CONCLUSION 373 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 374 

A. Yes, it does. 375 


